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Summary
Participants’ feedback

103 people from 60 organizations representing 21 countries from around the globe gathered together for two days in Bangkok for the largest conference on behavioural science for conservation to date! The Conference provided a vibrant space for networking, forged new partnerships and learning, but more importantly, it enabled the SBCC Community of Practice to advance the conversation around moving from theory to application on some aspects of behavioural change discipline through its Deep Dive working groups. The success of this exciting event is only thanks to the rich contributions of its participants, session leads, organizers, and the supporting team.

In this document we would like to share some useful insights based on 57 evaluations collected at the closing of the conference.
Your constructive feedback matters to ensure we can keep improving in the future to support at best this growing Community of experts and conservation practitioners. Thank you!
Almost 90% of the reviewers think the conference has fulfilled its objectives as per the conference agenda

**Objectives: “Provide Inspiration; Catalyze Innovation; Increase Interaction”**

1. To showcase best practices from Social and Behavioral Change Communication (SBCC) application, to catalyze innovation, fresh ideas and pioneering approaches to invigorate current Demand Reduction strategies and interventions for conservation impact.
2. To stimulate SBCC Community of Practice exchanges of skills, experience and knowledge, to amplify efforts around enhanced coordination, including potentially establishing Working Groups on key topics.

Which sessions or aspects of the conference participants found most useful?

Participants seemed enjoying the whole variety of interactive sessions across the conference programme from Deep Dive Working groups to Masterclasses and plenary updates. The Community carousel with its rich practical experience sharing from Community members was certainly one of the highlights of the first day; the session on innovations from other spheres of behaviour science with the presentation by Toby Park on “Corrupt, Illegal and Selfish Behaviours: What can Behavioural Insights Offer?” was also one of the most inspiring aspects of the second day of the Conference.
The vast majority of responders also thought that the sessions they attended were useful, delivered in an engaging way and applicable to their own work. Over 90% of participants were also inspired to take action and to champion behavioural change approaches in their own work. (See some samples of personal commitments in the following page).

Participants appreciated the rich diversity of expertise brought into the room along with the conference facilities that made it for great networking opportunities, thanks also to the skilled facilitator.

**Suggestions for future improvements?**
There seemed to be a general agreement that two days were not nearly enough to satisfy participants’ appetite for discussions, information sharing and debates; therefore an additional day
should be considered in the planning of a next Conference. More time should be also given to share lessons learnt on failures in addition to best practice; along with more focus on insight-leading-to-action examples. As per participation, it was recommended to include more government and donors representatives as well as to ensure broader regional diversity among speakers and session leads.

In addition to the feedback provided through the evaluation forms, the organizing team also received very heartwarming spontaneous email messages from individual participants expressing their enthusiasm and congratulations about the event.

Many thanks again for your invaluable feedback and contributions! We look forward to continue supporting this Community of Practice in delivering the most effective and coordinated SBCC interventions for Conservation.

TRAFFIC’s behavioural change team.